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speedzone® - innovative training system
speedzone® is based on a laser scanner, which measures the user position and movement above 
the training ground with a „laser-carpet“. Contrary to other systems, which use contact plates for 
motion detection, the innovative speedzone® system does not require any contact plates or cables 
directly to the training court.
With the speedzone®, all target fields and shapes (e.g. ladder) on the training surface can be either 
taped or drawn / sprayed in color.

The speedzone® advantages 
 virtually all existing surfaces at the customer’s facilities can be used, e.g. sprung floor made of 

wood, PVC, linoleum, tennis courts, sand courts, sports floors, tartan tracks, artificial grass, natural 
grass / pitches, and even ice rinks / fields.
 speedzone® does not have tangible training court components, and therefore aligns with the rest 

of the even grounded training surface
 the speedzone® is placed against the wall and therefore only requires an area of around 1 m2  

while the rest of the area can be used for other exercises and activities
 One speedzone® tower can be used in front of two different training courts (for instance: small for 

children and large for athletes) which can be used alternately next to each other
 The court markings can be expanded in shape and size without high expenses or efforts by the 

customer himself
 The speedzone® tower can be dismounted within 1 hour and rebuilt in a new constellation with 

new target fields at a different location within approx. 2 – 3 hours. Therefore the system as near 
to mobile.

speedzone® and SpeedLab® are new innovative and high-tech concepts, which focus on the 
improvement of competitive performance of athletes. This is a modern training system, which is 
specialized to various speed and health oriented training. 

The SpeedLab® concept
speedzone®, an innovative and high-performance module in the SpeedLab® concept. The 
technology is based on methods derived from the fields of sports science. SpeedLab® and the 
component speedzone® are not just high-tech measurement systems. Equipped with high quality 
training machines and the SpeedLab® training methods, the SpeedLab® technology can be the 
central element of a modern, high-end sport facility for athletes and coaches.

Short- and long-term performance analysis
With the help of a PC and a data base, the SpeedLab® component speedzone® offers the possibility 
of short- and long-term analysis, and enables training on all performance levels, from youth all the 
way to professionals. When fractions of seconds determine success or medals, agility, speed and 
cognitive skills can’t be left to chance.

SpeedLab® modules
SpeedLab® includes the most modern and high performance devices, as well as methods, tests, 
analysis, training programs and know-how from experts for planning, equipping and implementation 
of concepts.
Possible hardware-modules and equipment for the SpeedLab® concept can be: speedzone® 
(training court tower based on laser), pulsar® 3p h/p/cosmos high-performance treadmills, comet® 
3p sprint trainer with 150m rope for running support or resistance on a 100m running track, 
SpeedTrack® light barrier timer system, etc.

speedzone®



speedzone® 
 development of cognitive perception
 faster reaction time
 increase of explosivity power
 improvement of endurance
 motion analysis
 performance diagnostics

speedzone® - Standard Sizes
speedzone® training courts are available standard equipped in different sizes. Even 
individual customized shapes can be easily implemented with the integrated speedzone® 
Court Designer Tool. Maximum size 25 m x 25 m. Just contact us we will gladly fulfi l your 
requirements!

 speedzone® Tower for receiving the sensors

 Monitor for visualization of the training requirements

 Touchscreen to enter user data; to create and select individiual training programs

 3D camera  for monitoring athletic exercises (EXERCISES)

 2D Infrared-Laser Scanner  for accurate detecting of the athlete position on the court (RUNS, 
LADDER RUNS, RANDOM)



workout & training selection
Workout & Training selection
Single Training Sessions
POWER RUNS
 Star Run 
 T-Run  
 Left ´n Right 
 Back ´n Forth  
 etc.

LADDER RUNS
 Straight Run 
 Straight Hops Forward/Backward 
 etc.

EXERCISES 
 Squats 
 Jumping Jack 
 Lunges 
 etc.

WARM UP & COOL DOWN
 Circle Run 
 Wide Run 
 etc.

Workout Sessions
 Individually combined single trainings
 Creation of individual training sequences
 Sport specific workouts
 Creating new individual singletrainings for workout sessions
 Integration of breaks, warm-up and cool-down phases
 Warm-up to prepare for the training
 Dynamic insertion of breaks between the individual training sessions
 Team or user related assignment
 Creation of individual teams, creation of user groups
 Freely usable workouts for all user



Evaluation
Single Trainings
Evaluation of the individual trainings
 Comparability of different trainings with the same category
 Single fi eld evaluation to analyze the movement patterns within a training Workouts
 Selection of individual workouts
 Comparability of different workouts
 Single fi eld evaluation to analyze the movement patterns within a training

Team Evaluation
 Existing teams selectable
 Display of the different determined data
 Speed
 Reaction time

Field Details
 Selection of individual fi elds combination
 Evaluation of the fi eld-change duration
 Evaluation of the speed between selected fi elds
 Indication of the distance between selected fi elds

Dashboard
 Display Skill Tree according to the 5 athletic skills
 Saving and comparing skills
 Display button >>Ranking Global<<
 Display Team Ranking
 Clear spider graph to visualize the focus of trainings done in relation to the 5 athletic skills:

  Speed
  Strength
  Agility
  Endurance
  Coordination

evaluation



h/p/cosmos sports & medical gmbh
Am Sportplatz 8
83365 Nussdorf-Traunstein
Germany
telefon: +49 86 69 86 42 0
fax: +49 86 69 86 42 49 
email: sales@h-p-cosmos.com
web: www.h-p-cosmos.com
skype: @h-p-cosmos.com (search & select name)
youtube: youtube.com/hpcosmos
twitter: twitter.com/hpcosmos
facebook: facebook.com/hpcosmos

Contact

Coach Board
COACH TOOL BAR
 User management – Display all users as well as processing of personal data
  Display and searching of existing user
  Creation of new user
  Edit existing user
 Workout Designer – Creation of individual workout sessions
 Creation of individual workouts according to the sport specifi c requirements
 Creation of individual workouts from the different categories RUNS, LADDER RUNS,       

EXERCISES or RANDOM RUNS
 Creation and management of user groups and teams
 Deletion of user groups or teams
 Duplicate teams as well as adding more users to an existing team
 Shut down the computer via Tool Bar
 Court Calibration Tool to align the sensors with the training fi eld

speedzone® Toolbox
speedzone® Court Designer
 Determining the individual size of the training court

  Minimum size 1 m x 1 m
  Maximum size 25 m x 25 m
 Defi ning various target fi elds

  Predefi ned shapes for target fi elds
  Special shapes programmable on request
  Individual positioning of target fi elds on the training court
  Easy adjustment of the size of individual target fi elds

speedzone® UI Designer
 Individual adjustment of the color of menus and the training view

  Adjustment desktop mode: LIGHT/DARK
  Select individual color of the button:19 color schemes available
  Select accent colors of the training view: 6 color schemes available

coach board 


